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This release brings the Sales Pipeline Dashboard to Beyond, additional field mappings to the Sense integration,

along with plenty of fixes and improvements across TempWorks products.

*Note* For all self-hosted clients, as always, ensure you install all updates to give your users the best

experience and new features.

The Highlights

Beyond - Sales Pipeline Dashboard

With the Sales Pipeline Dashboard, you will receive a real-time overview of your Prospect

customers and their current Pipeline Status. With this information provided in a clear and easy to

understand manner, this will lead to efficient decision-making, enhanced productivity, and

increased revenue due to streamlined workflows and quicker placements.

*Note* For more information on this functionality, please see the article titled Beyond - Sales

Pipeline Dashboard.

Additional Updates

http://kb.tempworks.com/help/beyond-sales-pipeline-dashboard


In Beyond

Added additional field mappings between TempWorks and Sense.

*Note* For more information on the additional field mappings, please see the article titled Beyond - Fields that

Sync with Sense.

Fixed an issue preventing the duplicate validation message from appearing when attempting enroll an

already enrolled paycard.

In Enterprise

Fixed an issue where the Colorado Paid Family Medical leave export was using incorrect dates.

In HRCenter

Added the Spanish version of the Wisconsin W4.

Updated the California W4 to include a hyperlink for the California' Employer's Guide DE 44.

Updated the Georgia W4 with the following:

Step H in the worksheet for calculating additional allowances value has been updated from $3,000 to

$4,000.

Fixed the Spanish translation of “State” on the default Address Standardization info block.

Fixed an issue preventing the Order ID being appended to the application URL so that the candidate is filing

out the intended application.

In Reports

Fixed an issue where the default 401k Census report would omit check information incorrectly.

In WebCenter

Fixed an error that would state "The given key was not resent in the dictionary."

Tax Updates:

For Virginia, increased the standard deduction of the withholding tax from $8,000 to $8,500 for single filers.

Congratulations! You've made it to the end of the release notes. Like what you read?  Click the thumbs up below.

Related Articles

http://kb.tempworks.com/help/beyond-fields-that-sync-with-sense

